DRONE RECORDS NEWSFLASH

OCTOBER 2011

Dear Droners & Lovers of thee UN-LIMITED music! Here are our mailorder-entries & release-news for OCTOBER 2011, the 7th "Newsflash"-update this year!

EXCITING NEW RELEASE ANNOUNCEMENT: The time has comes for a new series on Drone Records !!! : DRONE-MIND // MIND-DRONE Vol. 1 LP
(Drone Records MIND-01)
This new LP-series combines the aesthetic sound-approach of the 7" series with a new cover-concept! Four Drone-projects will be presented on each LP, using artwork-pictures by the great British
painter PETE GREENING. Each LP will be limited to 500 copies, pressed in four different vinyl-colours (each 125 for every artist - continuing the old Drone Rec. colour-vinyl tradition). The first LP in
this series is out soon, we take pre-orders now. FOUR DRONES on ONE RECORD - Don't miss the new WAVE OF DRONES. PLANNED RELEASE DATE: 15. Nov. 2011 !
V.A. - DRONE-MIND // MIND-DRONE Vol. 1 LP Drone Records MIND-01
2011
..... dedicated to the Drones of the World, and the Drones of our Minds. A kind of continuation of the Drone 7"-series on a more
user-friendly format. Volume 1: UBEBOET (Spain), HALO MANASH (Finland), BTONG (Suisse), JARL (Sweden). Stunning artwork paintings by British artist PETE GREENING, design by NINA KERNICKE
(ALL SIDES) . Vinyl-colours each 125x : SOLID WHITE // GREEN // GOLD // SOLID ORANGE MIXED WITH BLACK. € 15,00
As usual some recommendations for "drone, un-dreamed-of & beyond" lovers in this Newsflash: an impressive new album by German drone artist SEETYCA, a wonderful double-CD by Russian emotional new-droners
COPH'ANTAE TRYR, another great drone-newcomer from Mexico is EPSILON ERIDANI (CDR on Essentia Mundi), we fell in love with SCOTT SIMONS new album on Miasmah, a massive LP re-issue of an old VIVENZA
MC, intense MC-only releases by BRUME, a highly surprising beautiful LP by BEX from France, the second LP on Stephen O'Malleys new imprint surprises with beautiful drone-folk (KENNEY, JESSIKA & EYVIND KANG
LP).... and more new releases by COLUMN ONE (incredible LP box), BRIGHTER DEATH NOW (archive vinyl box), AUTECHRE & HAFLER TRIO (double DVD finally out), AIDAN BAKER collectibles (J.S. BACH
interpretations 7" and offering a real endless loop on incredible object MC), ASMUS TIETCHENS, JIM O'ROURKE, CLOSING THE ETERNITY, AUN, NIEDOWIERZANIE, BVDUB, BEEQUEEN, MAEROR TRI (re-issue of
old MC that was re-issued so far only as lim. CDR), the vinyl-version of the latest CURRENT 93 album, more rare archive recordings from COUM TRANSMISSIONS and re-issues of THROBBING GRISTLE classics, and
and and...
As always, pre-orders & reservations are possible. Most of the titles listed are in stock, others are backorderable quickly. All prices are in EURO and do NOT include postage & handling costs! Please note the minimum
order is 25 Euro. The FULL mailorder-backprogramme is viewable (with search- & orderfunction) on our website www.dronerecords.de. All NEW items listed here are already listed in the database on the website, except for
very rare / single copy items. If you're interested in listening to SOUND-SAMPLES for specific items please follow the website-link / URL we list for the item if existing, almost all labels offer samples on their website.
Please send your orders & all communication to: drone@dronerecords.de
PLEASE always mention THE PRICES (if you don't order through the website) to make our work on your orders easier & faster and to avoid further delays,
thanks a lot !
WE ARE ALL DRONES ! BaraKa[H]
NR. - TITLE - FORMAT - LABEL & CAT-NR - REL.-YEAR? - EDITION / LIM.?/ SPECIALS - PRICE - MORE INFO WWW
1 A PRODUCE & LOREN NERELL - Intangible CD Hypnos Recordings hyp3160 2011 first collaboration by these two long going ambient artists; deep space ambient & secretful ethnic rhythmic structures... 13,00
2 A WINGED VICTORY FOR THE SULLEN - same CD Kranky KRANK157 2011 debut album of the new project formed by ADAM WILTZIE (STARS OF THE LID) and DUSTIN O'HALLORAN; instrumental late night
ambience, very subtle and filmic... 14,00 www.brainwashed.com/kranky
3 ARANOS - Winter Solstice CD-R Pieros 017 CDr 2011 new one-tracker (66+ minutes), comes in extreme handmade cover with woodcut and linocut print 20,00 www.aranos.org
4 AUN - Phantom Ghost LP Denovali 2011 NEW album available by the highly praised Canadian "drones and beyond" project, available end of October! 500 copies, gatefold cover, 180 gr. vinyl, download code 16,00
5 AUN - Phantom Ghost CD Denovali 2011 NEW album available by the highly praised Canadian "drones and beyond" project, available end of October! CD-version comes in special heavy cardboard inner and outer
sleeves 14,50 www.denovali.com
6 AUTECHRE & THE HAFLER TRIO - aheo & haoe (ae3o3) 2 x DVD Die Stadt DS94 2011 the third part of this collaboration, each disc feat. 2 hours of 5.1 surrond sound, lim. 1000 special packaging 30,00
7 BAD ALCHEMY - No. 70 (August 2011) mag Bad Alchemy 2011 COMICS UND MUSIK, RUNE GRAMMOFON, ATTENUATION CIRCUIT, ERIC LUNDE, EDITIONS MEGO, MONOTYPE, NITKIE / MONOCHROME
VISION, PSYCH.KG, TOUCH Records, IDEOLOGIC ORGAN, FIREWORK EDITION, etc etc.. Deutsche Sprach, 88 Seiten, handliches Format, günstig & geistreich !! 3,50 www.badalchemy.de
8 BAD SECTOR - Transponder CD Infinite Fog IF-12 2011 re-issue of ultra-rare album (CDR on Blade Records 1999) which collected early material from different releases 1994-1999, finally available again! Experience
the legendary, rough but emotional machine-ambient sound!! Comes with two bonus-tracks from the same period 12,50 www.infinitefog.ru
9 BÄSTARD - Acoustic Machine Vol. 1 - 1993/1995 do-LP Ici d'Ailleurs IDALP81 2011 vinyl-edition (comes in two parts) of the collection of most released material by this legendary Art/Post/Experimental//Noise "Rock"
band from France feat. ERIC ALDEA. Volume 1: 1993-1995. Comes in gatefold-cover 23,00 www.icidailleurs.com
10 BÄSTARD - Acoustic Machine Vol. 2 - 1995/1996 do-LP Ici d'Ailleurs IDALP82 2011 vinyl-edition (comes in two parts) of the collection of most released material by this legendary Art/Post/Experimental//Noise "Rock"
band from France feat. ERIC ALDEA. Volume 2: 1995-1996. Comes in gatefold-cover 23,00 www.icidailleurs.com
11 BAKER, AIDAN - Bach eingeschaltet - vierter Band 7" Reue um Reue rur020 2011 fourth part in this lovely series of J.S.BACH interpretations - AIDAN BAKER plays "Prelude" from Cello Suite # 1 in G Major (BWV
1007) and "Menuet II" from Cello Suite # 2 in D Minor (BWV 1008) in "drowning" and "drowned" versions ; lim. & numbered ed. 166 copies, on silver-grey vinyl! 14,00 www.tutrur.com
12 BAKER, AIDAN - Infinite Loop # 1 MC & objectcover Inselkind-Schalltraeger / Querschalltapes # 1 2011 collector's item! A 1-minute "endless tape" (the ones used years ago for answering-machines) that plays a guitar
loop infinitely in a row; comes in an ultra-heavy iron box (2 kg!) with handmade engraving, numbered edition of 87 copies !!! Easy to open & close !! 42,50 www.inselkind-schalltraeger.de
13 BEEQUEEN - Port of Starboard Home CD Important Records IMPREC 339 2011 melancholic ambient-pop with an electronic/experimental edge from the Dutch band and early Drone Records-artist (DR-03), these
days much more song-oriented and with singer OLGA WALLIS as a new full member 12,00 www.importantrecords.com
14 BEX - Rosegger LP Reue um Reue rur022 2011 surprising third album by this French project - very ethereal, melancholic atmospheres with passionate vocals (which rather sound like chants), subtle, sad & desolate &
full of tragic emotion...."deep and mournfoul post industrial chants"... very much recommended if you like music of the YEARNING... lim./numb.ed. 200 16,00 www.tutrur.com
15 BRAND, STEVE - Avatara CD Hypnos Recordings hyp3161 2011 deep contemplative space ambient by this US artist known before as AUGUR; ambient with a BIG "A" ! 13,00 www.hypnos.com
16 BRIGHTER DEATH NOW - Very little Fun 4 x LP-Box Cold Meat Industry CMI209 2011 collection of unpublished material from 1998-2005 by the Swedish Death Industrial cult-project by ROGER KARMANIK, the man
behind COLD MEAT INDUSTRY; comes in silver embossed cardboard-box, lim. 500 57,50 www.coldmeat.se
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17 BRUME - Glossy Black Fruits MC Blossoming Noise BN056CS 2011 new BRUME-material on MC in 2011? yessss... quite extreme stuff, unusual as ever, a bruitist form of beauty... lim. 120, full-colour cover,
professional duplication, C-40 8,00 www.blossomingnoise.com
18 BRUME & KOMMISSAR HJULER & FRAU - Salicylat MC Blossoming Noise BN053CS 2010 BRUME reworks HJULER & MAMA BÄR - source material (mainly vocal) and creates a stunning dark psychotic musique
concrete-collage. Limited edition, few copies left 8,00 www.blossomingnoise.com
19 BURIAL HEX / IRON FIST OF THE SUN - Actaeon LP Cold Spring Records CSR153LP 2011 split LP by these two "pre-industrial" projecs from England & USA, lim. 500 16,00 www.coldspring.co.uk
20 BVDUB - Remember (translations of 'Morketid') CD Glacial Movements GM0011 2011 re-shapings of NETHERWORLDS "Morketid" album; recorded in China 2010 13,00 www.glacialmovements.com
21 BVDUB & IAN HAWGOOD - The Truth hurts CD Nomadic Kids Republic 001 2011 very emotional, yearnful dream-ambience with 'heavenly voices' atmosphere... great collaboration by these two ambient-composers
from the US 13,00 www.nomadickids.com
22 CINDYTALK - Hold Everything Dear CD Editions Mego 122 2011 last part of the ambient trilogy that started with "The Crackle of my Soul", highly abstract digi-drone ambience with use of field recordings, inspired by
JOHN BERGER's book "Hold Everything Dear"; CD-version digipack 14,00 www.editionsmego.com
23 CLEW OF THESEUS - The Death Urge LP Verlautbarung mitteilung 34 2011 muddy ethno-ambient and rough brooding drones with dark pulses & existentialist approach ; very first LP by this US american experimental
project, to discover! Lim. 215 copies 17,50
24 CLOSING THE ETERNITY - Kosmodrones CD-R Operator Produkzion OPERPRODUKT35 2011 limited release by the Russian cult-project from Ekaterinburg, three long movements of deep droning but very subtle &
beautiful lonely dronescapes... edition of 212 copies. Comes with three inlays with poems by GEORGY IVANOV (all in Cyrillic) 9,00 www.operatorprod.narod.ru
25 COLUMN ONE - Electric Pleasure CD 90% Wasser WCD 001 2001 back in stock this strong album by C.O. with retro-futuristic IDM using lots of source material from old science fiction films; first release on their own
label 90%WASSER 13,00 www.90-prozent-wasser.de
26 COLUMN ONE - NO ONE BOX-set 90% Wasser WVINYL016 2011 Collectors item! 20 years of COLUMN ONE: a collection of rare, unreleased and new material 1991-2011: 3 LPs, 3 CDs, 24p Catalogue & 30
postcards! Lim. ed. 110 copies 91,00 www.90-prozent-wasser.de
27 CONTAGIOUS ORGASM - Escape CD Ant-Zen act261 2011 new album by Japanese's most uncategorizable experimental project, "with influences ranging from ambient, dub, idm/electronica and electro to dark
ambient and noise.." 13,50 www.ant-zen.com
28 COPH'ANTAE TRYR - Research Chronicles 2007-2009 do-CD HORUS CyclicDaemon HCD 12 2011 another newcomer (for us) on the Czech label know for exceptional packaging & artworks - Russian project
COPH'ANTAE TRYR mesmerize with very melancholic waves of flickering ambiences & harmonic floating structures... Highly recommended if you like emotional drones! Lim. 500, 8 panel double digipack 16,00
29 COUM TRANSMISSIONS - Sugarmorphoses LP DAIS Records DAIS 023 2011 recordings from 1974 by the pre-THROBBING GRISTLE project, using reel to reel tape experiments by GENESIS P-ORRIDGE dating
back to 1965; includes inlay with the incredible story behind it... lim. 1000 copies 19,00 www.daisrecords.com
30 CRAWL UNIT - Chime Vortex MC Banned Production BP-78 1997 an old & rare BP-original by CRAWL UNIT / JOE COLLEY; comes in anti-static bag; 2d hand but almost perfect condition ! 10,00
31 CURRENT 93 - Honeysuckle Aeons LP Coptic Cat NIFE 012V 2011 limited vinyl-version of this years album; hard to find in Europe! Black vinyl, insert 17,50 www.copticcat.com
32 DOULEURFANTOME / NATURE MORTE - When Trees fall down MC Reue um Reue rur023 2011 dark & raw doomy drone-ambient split- & collaboration tape, high quality cover & duplication, lim. 151 copies 8,00
33 DUNCAN, JOHN / MICHAEL ESPOSITO / Z'EV - There must be a Way across this River / The Abject LP Fragment Factory frag 20 2011 two suspenseful eerie ambient industrial journeys based on ESPOSITOs
mysterious EVP recordings at Prospect Heights, IL, in 2009; lim. 511 copies 14,00 www.fragmentfactory.com
34 ENGLISH, LAWRENCE - The Peregrine LP Experimedia EXPLP020 2011 mysterious ghost-ambience and shimmering harmonic structures by the established Australian drone-composer, inspired by J.A. BAKERs
book of the same name; lim. 400 on black vinyl 16,50 www.experimedia.net
35 EPSILON ERIDANI - Disturbance CD-R Essentia Mundi EM015 2010 first CD-album by a newcomer from Mexico, mesmerizing with highly energetic monumental electric dronescapes, very dense & dark, imagine a
mixture of BAD SECTOR, DANIEL MENCHE and INADE. Highly recommended! Lim. 100 on Romania's best label for Drone and Ambient !! 8,50 www.essentiamundi.com
36 ESPLENDOR GEOMETRICO - Comisario de la Luz / Blanco de Fuerza LP Geometrik Records GR2121 2011 vinyl re-issue of second album, recorded 1985 ! 16,00 www.geometrikrecords.com
37 ESPLENDOR GEOMETRICO - Kosmos Kino LP Geometrik Records GR2122 2011 vinyl re-issue of the classic third album from 1988 16,00 www.geometrikrecords.com
38 FELL, MARK - Manitutshu do-LP Editions Mego 116 2011 highly experimental purely synthetic & abstract sound compositions; comes with A1 poster & gatefold-cover 18,50 www.editionsmego.com
39 FENNESZ - Seven Stars maxi-CD Touch Tone 44 2011 CD-version of the lately released 10" vinyl, 4 tracks with brilliant new material, feat. STEVEN HESS 9,00 www.touchmusic.org.uk
40 FRANCK, YANNICK - Memorabilia CD Silken Tofu STX.15 2011 first solo-CD by this artist from Belgium, six long tracks of hypnotizing drone-ambience using field recordings; highly recommended for fans of spheric
drone-ambient! 13,00 www.yannickfranck.bandcamp.com/album/memorabilia
41 GILBERT, BRUCE - Monad 7" Touch Seven TS 12 2011 new installment in the great Touch 7" vinyl-only series with strangely mutated analogue KORG synth-drones & vibrations by this legendary British artist &
musician (& member of WIRE), lim. 500 7,50 www.touchmusic.org.uk
42 GREEN MILK FROM THE PLANET ORANGE - He's crying "Look" CD Beta-lactam Ring Records mt046a 2004 back in stock the debut-album of this crazed out Japanese experimental / 70's / psychedelic-kraut rock
band. Jewel-case edition 12,00 www.blrrecords.com
43 HAUSCHKA & HILDUR GUDNADOTTIR - Pan Tone CD Sonicpieces 012 2011 lim. 450 copies, comes in beautiful handmade book packaging, embossed and numbered; features a live recording of a performance
26.02.2010 London 20,00 www.sonicpieces.com
44 HAUSCHKA & HILDUR GUDNADOTTIR - Pan Tone LP Sonicpieces 012 2011 lim. 350 copies, comes in handmade textile cover, embossed & numbered, with printed inner sleeve & download code; live recording of a
performance 26.02.2010 London 23,00 www.sonicpieces.com
45 IRISARRI, RAFAEL ANTON - Reverie LP Immune Recordings IMMUNE 010 2011 highly melancholic & beautiful "chamber-music" symphonic ambience, feat. a cover version of ARVO PĒTs "Fr Alina"; re-pressing (450
copies on black vinyl) now available ! 15,50 www.immunerecordings.net
46 KENNEY, JESSIKA & EYVIND KANG - Aestuarium LP Ideologic Organ SOMA002 2011 "minimalist spectral music" with beautiful vocals sung on Latin by JESSIKA KENNEY & viola-sounds by EYVIND KANG,
inspired by Gaelic and Tibetan folk traditions. Re-issue of deleted CD-R from 2005. Really breathtaking stuff, highly recommended ! 15,50 www.editionsmego.com/ideologic-organ/
47 KLIVE - Sweaty Psalms CD Mille Plateaux MP 304 2011 new "folk glitch" project from Iceland, using lots of instrumental sounds & field recordings to create a really unusual IDM / glitch electronica sound 13,00
48 LARSEN - Abeceda CD + DVD Important Records IMPREC129 2007 LARSEN with the help of DAVID TIBET (voice), BABY DEE, JULIA KENT & JOHANN JOHANNSON; live-recording made in Torino Sept. 2006;
DVD contains KAREL TEIGEs original ABECEDA film & the entire live-performance; + 20 p. full colour booklet 18,00 www.importantrecords.com
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49 LE GALL, PASCAL - Electrophones 11 CD-R Assonances gall 11 2010 French minimal / drone newcomer creating epic microsound-compostions with crackles & hissing which seem to be very static but reveal organic
movements on a deeper level; very meditative after a while... recommended for friends of FRANCISCO LOPEZ, JOHN HUDAK, DANIEL MENCHE... comes in handmade leather-cover (please ask for others in this
series if interested!) 10,00 http://pascal.le.gall.free.fr
50 LILES, ANDREW - The Flesh creeping Gonzoid & other imaginary Creatures 6 x CD-BOX Dirter Promotions DPROMX 86 2011 collection of ALL compilation-tracks, rare- and out of print records, studio outtakes,
alternative versions & unreleased stuff. Lim. 500 incl. glossy artwork & booklet 29,00 www.dirter.co.uk
51 LSD MARCH - Nikutai No Tubomi do-CD Beta-lactam Ring Records mt195a 2007 droning distorted ecstatic psych (epic one-tracker on CD 1) and more obscure experiments on the second CD, ACID MOTHERS
TEMPLE meeting NURSE WITH WOUND?? Another freakout effort of these Japanese Krauts 15,00 www.blrrecords.com
52 LSD MARCH - Under Milk Wood CD Important Records IMPREC229 2009 slow & desolate, bluesy post-psychedelic "ghost rock" (with an experimental & weird edge) from this Japanese group... 13,00
53 LUSTMORD - Monstrous Soul do-LP Burning World Records BWR021 2011 re-issue of album from 1990, comes with previously unreleased bonus-track! Lim. 500, gatefold cover, black vinyl 21,00
54 MAEROR TRI - Mind-Reversal CD Infinite Fog IF-08 2011 re-issue of this cassette-release from 1993 (Hithlahabuth Records), which was so far only re-issued as limited CDR and contains only BACKWARDS-sounds!
Comes with bonus-track and in luxurious digibook-hardcover, and simply amazing new cover-artwork; lim. 270 copies 15,00 www.infinitefog.ru
55 MIYASHITA, YU - Noble Niche CD Mille Plateaux MP 307 2011 glitch-noise from Japan with a very experimental approach, digital patterns based on noise-sounds mixed with more ambient sounds shaping unusual
patterns & structures... to discover, definitely one of the best "new" Mille Plateaux releases 13,00 www.mille-plateaux.com
56 NADJA / AIDAN BAKER / ARC / MNEMOSYNE / ADORAN - DRONE COMPENDIUM 1-7 7 x LP Beta-Lactam Ring Records mt249-255 2011 Full Subscription to the "Drone Compendium"-series (6 LPs curated by and
involving AIDAN BAKER of NADJA) which contains a 7th bonus-LP by NADJA only available to Subscribers, lim. 200; 180gr. vinyl, custom made book bound sleeves and numbered certificate; we have very few FULL
subscriptions for about the same price as the label offered it, but postage is NOT included in our price! 125,00 www.blrrecords.com
57 NADJA / PICASTRO - Fool, Redemer CD Alien 8 Recordings ALIENCD91 2011 split- & collaborative album by "dreamsludgers" NADJA with Canadian band PICASTRO 14,50 www.alien8recordings.com
58 NEBULA - The Path of White Clouds CD Hypnos Recordings hyp3056 2011 re-issue of this ambient-classic (originally released as CDR in 2003) - a supergroup formed by O HOI, MATHIAS GRASSOW, KLAUS
WIESE, TAU CETI, and others; spiritual foggy ambience using gong-drones & holy chants, all very ghostly and miles away, highly recommended for meditation & contemplation 13,00 www.hypnos.com
59 NEGATIVLAND - Escape from Noise LP SST Records SST 133 1987 probably the most well known album from the cultural terrorists, feat. their hits "Michael Jackson", "The Playboy Channel" and "Christianity is
stupid", and lots of guest musicians like JELLO BIAFRA, DAS (BIG CITY ORCHESTRA), FRED FRITH, JERRY GARCIA (GRATEFUL DEAD), ALEXANDER HACKE (EINSTÜRZENDE NEUBAUTEN), THE
RESIDENTS, etc.. 13,50 www.negativland.com
60 NEUROSIS - Sovereign CD Neurot Recordings NRCD77 2011 re-mastered re-issue of the 4-track EP from 2000, plus an unreleased bonus-track & new artwork & new booklet 14,50 www.neurotrecordings.com
61 NEW BLOCKADERS / MAMA BÄR / KOMMISSAR HJULER - Keine Hände pic-7" Psych.KG 059 2011 incredible collab! lim./ numb. 150 with postcard & in trashy porno-chic cover. like a mixture of STABAT MORS,
LYDIA LUNCH and RUNZELSTIRN & GURGELSTOCK, lovely ! 19,00 www.psych-kg.de
62 NIEDOWIERZANIE - Attendre LP Reue um Reue rur021 2011 second album on TuTRuR by this remarkable French project, now working more with acoustic instruments & folk influences, all perfectly arranged,
sometimes it sounds like film-music to an old french film, the label calls it "Post-Mediterrania" and compares it with NOVY SVET and MUSHROOMS PATIENCE, lim./numb.ed. 198 copies only ! 16,00 www.tutrur.com
63 NO - Der geringe Unterschied zwischen Unterwegs-sein und Weg-sein CD-R Recordings for the Summer rfts118 2003 very nice CDR-only by Drone Records artist NO aka JAN IWERS with radical minimalistic pure
sound approch, comes in spec. handmade cover lim. 42, with real seed sticked on. ONE 2nd hand copy in stock ! 8,00 www.artnotcrime.net/rfts
64 O'ROURKE, JIM - Old News #5 do-LP Editions Mego OLD NEWS 5 2011 four side-long tracks of the experimental / electronic / droning side of JIM O'ROURKE - material rec. 1992 (Chicago), 2003 (London), and 2010
(Toyko) - partly live... vinyl-only release ! 20,00 www.editionsmego.com/ideologic-organ/
65 O'ROURKE, JIM - Old News #6 do-LP Editions Mego OLD NEWS 6 2011 next in the series presenting material of the experimental / electronic / droning side of JIM O'ROURKE - this contains with "All that's Cold is new
again" a 70min long piece spread over 4 sides, recorded 2009-2011 in Tokyo and partly commissioned by CHRISTIAN ZANESI for a GRM festival in Paris. Vinyl only release !! 20,00
66 O'ROURKE, JIM & CHRISTOPH HEEMANN - Plastic Palace People Vol. 2 CD Streamline ST1029 2011 second volume of so far unreleased collaboration recordings: these were recorded in Aachen, Germany, 1992
€ 14,00
67 PACIFIC 231 - 1983-86 Compendium do-CD Functional Organisation 017 2011 compendium of selected materials from the archives of this early French Industrial act (active since 1981), most is previously
unpublished, one CD studio, one CD live 16,00 www.tesco-germany.com
68 PETIT, PHILIPPE - Henry: The Iron Man LP Aagoo Records AGO 030 2011 vinyl-version of PHILIPPE PETITs first full album, a dark filmic droney soundtrack based on found sounds, inspired by a dream "that Shinya
Tsukamoto was working on a blurred remake of Eraserhead, and in the dream, Petit knew that he was to score the soundtrack of Henrys mutation into an Iron Man" 13,00 www.aagoo.com
69 REMORA - Scars bring Hope CD Silber Records SILBER 097 2011 long existing US-american project doing "post-apocalyptic pop", an interesting mixture betwee different genres like post-punk & wave, post-rock,
drone, and even americana.. worth to discover if you like it more song-oriented 13,00 www.silbermedia.com
70 REPETITION/DISTRACT - Old Weevil Neighbourhood MC Weevil Neighbourhood PICNIC 2011 newcomer with recommended experimental musique concrete using many found sounds / field recordings for an
atmospheric voyage; numbered ed. 100 copies / professional duplication & design 7,00 www.weevilneighbourhood.com
71 SAND - Desert Navigation CD Rotorelief ROTORCD0007 2011 new (?) recordings by the legendary Krautrock-band, 3 panel deluxe digipack with painting by BABS SANTINI (aka STEVEN STAPLETON) 15,00
72 SAND - Desert Navigation LP Rotorelief ROTOR0007 2011 new (?) recordings by the legendary Krautrock-band, lim. / numb. 333 copies, 200gr. ORANGE & WHITE vinyl, oversized art-cover with painting by BABS
SANTINI (aka STEVEN STAPLETON) !! 25,00 http://rotorelief.com
73 SASAJIMA, HIROKI - Bells CD-R Ahora Eterno 005 2011 nice new work (one-tracker) by this drone-minimalist from Tokyo: dark metallic drones, hyper-minimal and overtune-radiating.. on a new label from Buenos
Aires ! To discover !! 12,00 www.ahoraeterno.com.ar
74 SCOTT, SIMON - Bunny LP Miasmah Recordings MIALP017 2011 second solo-album by the ex-SLOWDIVE, moving more into song-oriented / textured ambience; full of wondrous sounds, atmospheres, harmonies and
unusual arrangements; has been compared to FENNESZ & TIM HECKER. We love it !! Lim. vinyl version, 400 copies on red vinyl, contains download code & bonus-material 16,00 www.miasmah.com
75 SCOTT, SIMON - Bunny CD Miasmah Recordings MIACD017 2011 second solo-album by the ex-SLOWDIVE, moving more into song-oriented / textured ambience; full of wondrous sounds, atmospheres, harmonies
and unusual arrangements; has been compared to FENNESZ & TIM HECKER. We love it !! 15,00 www.miasmah.com
76 SEETYCA - Bleakscapes CD Essentia Mundi EM018 2011 finally a proper CD-album by this German dark / deep / cosmic ambient artist known from the Drone Records 7"; extreme vast spaces, emotional drones,
interesting sounds, perfectly arranged! Recommended for any dark ambient lover ! Lim. 300 copies 12,50 www.essentiamundi.com
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77 SKODVIN, ERIK K - Flare CD Sonicpieces 009 2011 first solo-album by this Norwegian artist (= SVARTE GREINER), being more based on traditional instruments and less dark, this is introspective, dense & haunting
"handplayed" acoustic ambience with folk-influences; comes in luxurious embossed cardboard packaging (2nd ed. 450 copies). Recommended like almost everything this man touches (he also runs MIASMAH Rec.) !!
€ 15,50 www.sonicpieces.com
78 SOLA TRANSLATIO (ALIO DIE & OPIUM) - Mother Sunrise CD Hypnos Recordings hyp2130 2001 back in stock the debut-album of this project by ALIO DIE & OPIUM using many organic field recordings 13,00
79 SOLAR SKELETONS - Frozen Jail of reversed Demons LP Just Another Winter #JAW04 2011 French experimental project with "post black metal fuzzcapes", combining ambient industrial drones and roaring
atmospheres... 'lim./numb.ed. 200, to discover ! 15,00 www.tutrur.com
80 SONIC YOUTH - same do-LP Goofin' Records GOO-08 2006 re-mastered re-issue of the very first, legendary 12" from 1982; experimental, dark art-noise rock at its best! Comes with a full bonus-LP of so far
unpublished, even earlier recordings (live Sept. 1981, and one studio-track rec. Oct.1981); gatefold-cover, printed inlay 17,00 www.sonicyouth.com
81 STETSON, COLIN - New History Warfare Vol. 1 12" Aagoo Records AGO 031 2011 4-track 12" incl. remix by TIM HECKER !! 12,00 www.aagoo.com
82 STETSON, COLIN - Those who didn't Run 10" Constellation Records CST084 2011 45 rpm 10" EP with two tracks, comes on heavy vinyl & silkscreen cover 15,00 www.cstrecords.com
83 SUDDEN INFANT - Things that happened LP Reduktive Musiken redukt 016 2011 intense noise- & bodyscapes, incredible collages, always original, organic, unescapable... documents two live-performances (Leeds
08.2011 & Hamburg 10.2007), comes in three different vinyl-colours (red, green, blue), definitely one of the best experimental noise-acts around !! Lim. 300 copies. Released on Hamburgs true underground label (&
connected with the HÖRBAR / B-MOVIE association there) REDUKTIVE MUSIKEN 16,50 www.reduktivemusiken.com
84 THOROFON - Exkarnation CD Ant-Zen act254 2011 new album after their return! 13,50 www.ant-zen.com
85 THROBBING GRISTLE - D.O.A. - The Third and Final Report LP Industrial Records IRL 2 2011 re-issue of the second TG-LP from 1978 (Industrial Records IR0004); re-mastered by CHRIS CARTER, comes with 8
page full colour booklet feat. some previously unpublished materials 16,00 www.industrial-records.com
86 THROBBING GRISTLE - D.O.A. - The Third and Final Report do-CD Industrial Records IRLCD 2 2011 re-issue of the second TG-LP from 1978 (Industrial Records IR0004; re-mastered by CHRIS CARTER, comes
with bonus-CD with a selection of live recordings from the TG24 archive 16,50 www.industrial-records.com
87 THROBBING GRISTLE - The Second Annual Report LP Industrial Records IRL 1 2011 re-issue of the first TG-LP from 1977 (Industrial Records IR0002), the very first "Industrial"-album, inventing a new music-style &
subcultural movement! Re-mastered by CHRIS CARTER, comes with 8 page full colour booklet feat. some previously unpublished materials 16,00 www.industrial-records.com
88 THROBBING GRISTLE - The Second Annual Report do-CD Industrial Records IRLCD 1 2011 re-issue of the first TG-LP from 1977 (Industrial Records IR0002), the very first "Industrial"-album, inventing a new musicstyle & subcultural movement! Re-mastered by CHRIS CARTER, comes with bonus-CD with a selection of live recordings from the TG24 archive 16,50 www.industrial-records.com
89 TIETCHENS, ASMUS - Soiree CD Line / 12k LINE_051 2011 "recycle the recycled recycling ad infinitum" - extended recyclings of old tracks, until the original pieces vanish completely - presenting here the 10th
generation of this process; lim. 500 12,00 www.lineimprint.com
90 TIETCHENS, ASMUS / KOUHEI MATSUNAGA - Split LP Important Records IMPREC334LP 2011 next in the series of releases by Japanese / Berlin-based experimental sound artist KOUHEI MATSUNAGA; this splitLP has two new pieces by TIETCHENS and two by KOUHEI, lim. 500 13,50 www.importantrecords.com
91 VELEHENTOR - Ceremonial Death 7" Vegvisir Music o:012.1 2011 ultra-dark supressive ambience, pulses from an otherworld... like an archaic soundtrack to human sacrifice rituals. The two tracks are based
completely on traditional acoustic instruments. Very strong EP by this Russian sister-project of CLOSING THE ETERNITY, lim. 500 8,50 http://vegvisir.info
92 VIDNA OBMANA - An Opera for Four Fusion Works (Acts 1-4) 4 x CD BOX Hypnos Recordings hyp2239abcd 2007 the last epic work of VIDNA OBMANA from 2002-2007, which was released as a box with all four
CDs after all parts had been out; feat. DREAMS IN EXILE, STEVEN WILSON, KENNETH KIRSCHER, BILL FOX... all four CDs plus jewel-case box !! 35,00 www.hypnos.com
93 VIDNA OBMANA - Landscape in Obscurity CD Hypnos Recordings hyp1914 1999 one-tracker (68+ minutes) with a good example of V.O.'s timeless, melancholic, hyper-subtle but majestic ambience, here in
collaboration with CAPRIOLO TRIFOGLIO and DIEGO BOROTTI who incorporate flute & saxophon tunes.... V.O. was one of the best "true ambient"project of the 90's... BACK IN STOCK last copies ! 10,00
94 VIDNA OBMANA - The Contemporay Nocturne CD Hypnos Recordings hyp2027 2000 various tracks rec. 1998-2000 using different sound-sources like e-bow guitar, fujara, overtone voice, flute, bass &piano; feat.
STEVE ROACH, JIM COLE & JORIS DE BACKER. BACK IN STOCK last copies !! 12,00 www.hypnos.com
95 VIVENZA - Realite de l'automation directe CD Rotorelief ROTORCD0026 2011 re-issue of 2nd cassette release from 1983! The true futuristic/bruitistic industrial machine sound from this French master! 15,00
96 VIVENZA - Realite de l'automation directe LP Rotorelief ROTOR0026 2011 re-issue of 2nd cassette release from 1983! The true futuristic/bruitistic industrial machine sound from this French master! Comes in "heavy
duty" oversized deluxe cover, lim./numb. 500 on black 200gr. vinyl 20,00 http://rotorelief.com
97 V.A. - Archive I CD + BOOK 90% Wasser WCD03 2005 BACK IN STOCK this huge art-book & CD, now special priced, last copies!! Compilation and re-release of wonderful book WARTEN from 1988, with many texts
and photos. music by: ETANT DONNES, STILLUPPSTEYPA, COLUMN ONE, ZA SIODMA GORA, etc.. 12,00 www.90-prozent-wasser.de
98 V.A. - Echoes of Polyhymnia CD Hypnos Recordings hyp2855 2011 female-only ambient & experimental compilation with a wide range: GYDJA, MARGARET NOBLE, LENA GRIFFIN, SARA AYERS, and many
others... 13,00 www.hypnos.com
99 V.A. - Message from a Subatomic World CD Hypnos Recordings hyp2854 2011 transcension & dark ambience compilation with excklusive tracks by SVARTSINN, OÖPHOI, TRUE COLOUR OF BLOOD, STEPHEN
PHILIPS, PHAENON, JASON SLOAN, NUMINA, RELAPXYCH.0, EVAN BARTHOLOMEW, AUSTERE; very good material !! 13,00 www.hypnos.com
100 V.A. - Trame du Temps LP No Label 2011 French melancholic / dark drone & ambient Industrial compilation with very subtle tracks by NATURE MORTE, DUNKELHEIT, RONAN LE DEROFF, SORC'HENN and other
French projects & newcomers. Numbered edition of 267 copies. To discover ! 14,00
"You said keep drowning, but the guy said he could not swim, you then replied 'when you are dro(w)ning it doesn't matter if you can't swim', coz you de-materialise and then the water de-materialises as well... you can only
drown yourself in materiality, but what a curious thought... So forget how to swim and keep droning..." [David Balass]
....
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